How well do you know your Renaissance individuals?
Answer the following questions to see how well you know your Renaissance
individuals.
1. Who would you most like with you in a battlefield situation?
a) Vesalius
b) Paré
c) Harvey
2. Who would you most like to teach your art lesson?
a) Vesalius
b) Paré
c) Harvey
3. Which Renaissance man would you trust the most to operate on
your heart?
a) Harvey
b) Vesalius
c) Paré
4. Who was the most experienced dissector of human bodies?
a) Vesalius
b) Harvey
c) Paré
5. Who was the most likely to use turpentine in his work?
a) Paré
b) Vesalius
c) Harvey
6. Who would you trust the most to help you if you broke your leg?
a) Paré
b) Harvey
c) Vesalius
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7.

Who provided the biggest challenge to Galen’s ideas?
a) Vesalius
b) Harvey
c) Paré

8.

Who was the most likely to prevent a person from bleeding to
death?
a) Paré
b) Harvey
c) Vesalius

9.

To which individual was war an important factor in their
discoveries?
a) Paré
b) Harvey
c) Vesalius

10.

For who was the printing press the most important to their
success?
a) Vesalius
b) Harvey
c) Paré

11. Who was the most advanced anatomist?
a) Vesalius
b) Harvey
c) Paré
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Suggested answers (some may be debateable!)
1.

Who would you most like with you in a battlefield situation?
Pare − he was an experienced army surgeon.

2.

Who would you most like to teach your art lesson?
Vesalius − he spent much of his time producing detailed sketches of the human body.

3.

Which Renaissance man would you most trust to operate on your heart?
Harvey − his most important discovery was that the heart is a pump.

4.

Who was the most experienced dissector of human bodies?
Vesalius − he taught his students by demonstrating dissection.

5.

Who was the most likely to use turpentine in his work?
Pare − he mixed it with rose oil and egg yolks to apply to wounds.

6.

Who would you trust the most to help you if you broke your leg?
Pare − he was very experienced on the battlefield.

7.

Who provided the biggest challenge to Galen’s ideas?
Vesalius − he was the first individual to openly reveal that many of Galen’s ideas about
the human body were based on animal dissection.

8.

Who was the most likely to prevent a person from bleeding to death?
Pare − he invented ligatures as an alternative to cauterisation.

9.

For which individual was war an important factor in their discoveries?
Pare − he developed his ideas at war.

10.

For who was the printing press the most important to their success?
Vesalius − his Fabric of the Human Body was printed and distributed widely using the
printing press.

11.

Who was the most advanced anatomist?
Vesalius − he began dissecting human bodies as a child!
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